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Attendees
  Barrie, Charlene,  Kelli, Tim M, Tim W, Jenn W, Dawn Marie, Jonathan , Deanna, Tori, 

Bethann, Dave,, Mark H,  Scott, Stuart, Cindy, Esther, Robin,  Laura

Building  Agenda:
Purpose-
Help church get from exit of pastor to a point where we call a new pastor

who we are so we know who we need-(could possibly look for interim minister)

Questions from Stan-
1.Do we know ourselves well enough that we can make a recommendation to who 
we need?
-I don’t think we are at the point of knowing who we are so we can move forward.
-We are missing community connection, if we look for minister now we will need 
something different in 2 years, we are still coming out of 2 years of CoVid.
-It is like being in an earthquake- we are waiting to see if there are more aftershocks.
-We have to move in incremental steps- try this, move into the next step
-Internally we want to be more together, and our survey shows we want to
be servants.
-Engagement is missing
-We need an organizer to pull together an opportunity, and put it out for
people to come participate.

2.Do we have enough in place to get through summer?

We could do communion time then go out and serve
If we have fellowship time- fun together, it will build each other up

 

  
 
 
 

 

3.In your perfect world what do you think is next-
-Need a catalytic leader, need to lift people up from within,
-Hire Andrea to work with Kelli to empower people, 6-12 month experiment
-People have consumer or producer mentality- our congregation is more
consumer,  Andrea and Kelli would be good to pull people from consumer to producer
-Strong intergenerational relationships with everyone is important, welcome together 
to renew and uplift each other, We need a group of younger elders- for support, 
guidance, encouragement. They should be someone who encourages growth and is a 
good  delegator. We are all God’s children, there should be no barriers and all have 
gifts and should be able to use them.
-We need to be less consumers and more producers
-If we get together to build community, serving together will be natural.
Where’s the need, and we work together to meet it, being together leads into other 
serving.



  

  

  
 

 

   

  
 

-Why are we losing  our kids, how can we make sure we aren't losing them- we need to 
mend that,
-If we get involved in service outside ourselves, the young people will see a change in 
the church.
-Our group gathering(Sunday morning) can be a useful purpose, but if it becomes the 
show then that is not the end game and the young people do not see it as what the 
focus should be in the church.

Discussion regarding elders:

-We have decision burnout from our elders.

-Need to add to elder team, deacons for projects(eg- missions),
committees for ministries. We need someone to look after the flock.
-We need pastoral staff-care for our church to help our elders.
-One of the elders commented that the transition team should take on the
elders search, elder role needs to be defined.
-Do we want to do that at the same time as we are looking at staff structure.

  Maybe should look at a core leadership team to do some admin stuff, if we 
look at doing this we need to make sure we don't have 2 visions
Decision making process

We build internal process ourselves.
A proposal will come from team, given to the elders and the response/

questions go back to the team
  Sub committees will research and write proposals for different topics,have 

Transition team look it over, send to Laura and she will send to the shepherd team and 
then wait for response

Budgetary things need go to elders.
The proposal write up needs to be simple with recommendations

 
Sub committees to research and write proposals:

1. Pastoral team - Barrie 
2. Admin people-  Jenn W, Dave R

Dave will talk to Andrea, have Kelli and Andrea talk and what they need to 
organize and plan fellowship events , and service opportunities. 

3. Brandon sponsorship -Tim M, Deanna, Dawn Marie, Stuart

Ministries Discussion
Care groups- care for people in smaller groups was discussed at June 2 meeting 
Care groups- Esther, Kelli, Andrea, Laura  will meet, organize and get rolling.

Stan will not be available in July for a meeting. Possibly sometime in August. 
Subcommittees will meet and get proposals out to elders during this time and by 
August have a reply

Meeting finished at 3:00






